
4 Conclusions 

● a collaborative hashing scheme for data in matrix form that 
can learn hash codes for both types of entities in the matrix 
● an efficient optimization method to learn hash functions sim-
ultaneously exploiting both intra- and inter-view similarities 
● two classic search applications based on collaborative hashing 

1 Overview 

● Observation: many scenarios involve nearest 
neighbor search on the data in matrix form, 
where two different types of, yet naturally asso-
ciated entities respectively correspond to its two 
dimensions or views. 

● Problem: most hashing research pursue the binary codes for the same type of entities only relying on their intra-similarities. 

● Motivation: the semantic correlations between the coupled views together with the intra-view similarities will help enhance the 
discriminative power of the hash codes for each view by discovering their collective patterns and duality 

● Applications: a novel generic hashing scheme for the fast and accurate  (1) search inside a single view: eg., the visual search using 
local descriptors, and (2) search across different views: eg., recommendation using user-item rating matrix 
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2 Collaborative Hashing 
● Formulation: exploit the intrinsic relations in matrix data: both 
neighbor structures in each view and semantic correlations be-

tween views correspondingly by minimizing: 

   binary quantization loss: 
   correlation prediction loss: 
   s.t. constraints:   

● Optimization: alternate among variables 

   binary codes H and G: singular value decomposition 

   rotation matrices Rh and Rg: singular value decomposition 
   prediction scalar: least square problem 

● Applications:  a general hashing framework for different search paradigms 

   search inside a single view: finding similar entities of the same type, where U is dense with all elements observed 
   search across different views: seeking correlated entities of different types, where U is sparse  

3 Experiments 

● Search with Bag of Words 

 

 

 

 
 

 

● Recommend using User-Item Ratings 

 

orthogonal rotation independent codes 

correlation prediction 

Iterative Quantization [Gong et al. 2011] in each view, considering view correlations 

Preserve view correlations by matching the predictions and the true observations 


